
ESSAY ON PRIDE GOES BEFORE A FALL

People are never fond of anyone who is proud, over confident or over bearing. It is better to be humble than to have a
superiority complex Invariably pride not.

The merchants now mourned their fate. On the other hand, Antigone takes pride in her beliefs and has the
courage to speak out for what she thinks is right. And so, with all her proud ways and riches and brains, she
was lonely but she did not care because she was always best in everything. A proud man should be aware of
the reality that a day will come when the happiness and comfort given by pride will give way to the pain of
humiliation. After, she realizes that Dee will never be grateful to her or even able to understand that there are
other people in this world besides herself. He who has pride will finally suffer defeat or meet with a shameful
end. All along, it had been very proud of its antlers and was blind to the dangers that it might bring about. Like
a lightning the hare sprinted across and disappeared from sight. Everyone is capable in one aspect. She was
very beautiful with a neat trim figure and an attractive face. No one was quite good enough to talk to her or to
be seen with her or to be her friend. Adumadan was about to ask the Prince what that was all about but he gave
her a dead glare, so she had to keep mute. A proud man will have little consideration for others and treats
others with contempt. Meanwhile, the tortoise came there, saw the hare sleeping and went ahead quietly and
reached die winning post, giving a crushing defeat to the hare! It was his pride that drove to him to his destiny.
They had lost all they had, except their loin- cloth, and still the robbers were not satisfied, but ordered them to
dance. Before it, she was submissive to Dee and had much respect for her. On the day of the race all the
animals assembled at one place and die race commenced. Pride is something taken in small measures, too
much, like alcohol, is not good. At this moment, Connie cannot go back to the level of maturity she had when
she was a teenager. Image Source : christianstudentsoncampus. Sammy shows pride in the way he reacts to his
boss, Mr. It is better to be humble than to have a superiority complex Invariably pride not only brings your
downfall but also makes you look foolish. History is full of examples of powerful monarchs who came to ruin
as a result of their proud nature. Luckily with a little struggle the antelope was able to free its antlers from the
branches and run to safety. This fall can be viewed in two perspectives.


